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The National agency for grassroots development support 
(ANADEB), the operational hand of the Department of the 
grassroots development, handicraft, youth and of the young 
employment, was created in January 2011. 

After six (6) years of activity, its focused and innovating actions, 
supported by the government and its technical and financial 
partners have directly touched 875 035 beneficiaries from over 700 
basic communities of different areas in the hole country, in various 
domains such as the establishment of infrastructures, capacity 
building, young people professional insertion, women’s incomes 
improvement … 

The success of these activities is mainly due to the communities’ 
self-support of their development, their involvement in participative 
diagnostics, neighbourhoods and villages development plans 
elaboration, a permanent research of quality, celerity in the 
execution of projects with a strong enhancement of local skills and 
expertise. 

This approach strengthens the ANADEB’s credibility and its 
collaboration with private partners (EBOMAF, Bolloré Group, 
SOMAYAF, BAD, BOAD, UNDP …) and public ones (LONATO, 
ANVT, FNFI, public companies …).

According to its notable results in leading basic communities 
for their development management and its geographical mesh, 
ANADEB has been chosen as a national tool to help communities 
to achieve their micro-projects selected in the framework of the 
implementation of the Community Development’s Emergency 
Program (PUDC).

The signature by the ANADEB of funding agreements with the 
World Bank concerning the “Employment Opportunities for 
Vulnerable Youth Project” and for “Safety Nets and Basic Services 
Project” in April 2017, illustrates its appreciation as a reputable 
structure in grassroots communities leading for their development’s 
management. 

Despite the actions taken by the government, populations’ 
expectations are still huge. It is therefore absolutely necessary to 
continue mobilisation efforts.

Édito

Victoire S. TOMEGAH DOGBE
Minister of Grassroots Development, Handicrafts, 

Youth, and Youth Employment« The current growth of investments rhythm is an expression of our mutual determination 
to accelerate our country’s development and boost the enjoyment of their impacts by 

grassroots populations.»

SEM Faure Essozimna GNASSINGBE
President of Republic of Togo
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SUMMARY
In response to the persistence of poverty in our country, the concept 
of grassroots development, a new paradigm revolved on an access 
to a common minimum vital through the vulnerable groups inclusion 
approach, has been launched in 2008.

This concept is characterized by the Government’s backing to 
vulnerable communities for their self-support and this, in a socio-
economic inclusive environment. It allows to take grassroots  
populations needs into account, while ensuring their full and 
responsible participation to their environment’s transformation.

To give content to this new approach, the National policy for 
grassroots development (PNDB) adopted in 2012, defines four 
lines of intervention (i) basic communities’ capacity building, (ii) 
enhancement of local productive potential (iii) basic infrastructure’s 
improvement (iv) social nets enhancement.
To ensure the implementation of the PNDB and monitor the 
integration of the grassroots development considerations in national 
policies, plans, programs and projects performing in the country, 
the government has created the National agency for grassroots 
development support (ANADEB).

WHY ANADEB?
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WHO WE ARE?

OUR VISION OUR MISSION

The ANADEB is an autonomous structure created in January 
2011 by decree N° 2011-0170/PR. It is the operational hand 
of the grassroots Development, handicrafts, Youth, and youth 
Employment Department. 

It has: 
• a supervisory board 
• a management board 
• a general manager

The vision of the agency is to ensure at 2032 horizon, an universal 
access of all the basic communities and organizations of Togo to 
the common minimum vital.

Ensure the implementation of the PNDB and monitor the integration 
of grassroots development considerations in national policies, 
plans, programs and projects performing in the country.

OUR INTERVENTION DOMAINS
• supporting the CDB in the management of the development of their community 
• support for the realization of socio-economic and community infrastructures 
• basic performers capacities strengthening
• support for the improvement of clusters and cooperatives incomes
• youth socio-professional integration

OUR PROGRAMS/PROJECTS
• community infrastructures microprojects Support Programs (PSMICO) 
• community Development Program in urban areas (PDC-ZU)
• Project to support the economic activities of clusters and the development 

of root and tuber plants (PSAEG/PRT)
• Project to support Communities in the trackmen manual maintenance of 

roads and trails.

OUR INTERVENTION ZONES
• Villages
• Neighborhoods

14 billion CFA francs equivalent to $ US 22 million

COMMITTED FUNDING

• Basic communities 
• Basic Committees in charge of development (CDB) 
• clusters/cooperatives

OUR TARGETS

Kovié’s CMS

OUR STRATEGY

It relies on :
• the participation and inclusion 
• the make-do
• the local management 
• the identification of potential receivers through the poverty map 
• the principle of liability 
• the partnership 
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PSMICO
EXECUTION PERIOD from 2009 till now

Drilling in Kousountou (Kpalimé)

Cacaveli’s CEG

Assahoun’s market

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURES MICRO-PROJECTS SUPPORT PROGRAM (PSMICO)

Mobilize, Involve, make Responsible

MAIN GOAL

SPECIFIC GOALS

STANDARDS OF SELECTION 
OF RECIPIENT COMMUNITIES

Back the basic communities for the implementation and 
management process of their social and collective infrastructures.

• Make the grassroots development committees (CBD) responsible 
for their development management

• Support the establishment and management of basic infrastructures
• Monitor and evaluate actions and capitalize experiences 

• Requests’ relevance according to the poverty map of Togo 
• Technical and financial practicability of microprojects 
• Organization level of the community and its ability to participation 
• Respect of equity principle between different regions and prefectures
• Availability of the department’s others programs in the community for synergy

Target group
• Rural, urban and peripheral vulnerable communities

9 billion CFA francs equivalent to $ US 14,54 million

COMMITTED FUNDING

8
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2.1 billion CFA francs equivalent to $US 3.4 million

COMMITTED FUNDING

263

358

Market sheds built

7 / 37 young-houses and 3 
women’s-houses built

297459Persons touched

358Classrooms built

31 358Drillings realized

146 Sanitation infrastructures realized

SOME RESULTS

‘’ Formerly, the market was barely 
animated and traders were exposed to 
sun and rain. But today, with the 4 sheds, 
stores, storage and latrine block built by 
ANADEB, everyone feels comfortable in 
the market. Now the market is opened till 
the night and sales have increased. This has 
brought changes into our lives and given a 
new face to our village. We are delighted 
by this gift offered by ANADEB. We say 
thank you to ANADEB for this support 
to all villages of  Togo‘’

(President of  Village Developpement 
Comity (CVD) of  Katindi (Prefecture of  

Tône))

LABDIEDO Tadja Wardja

Renforcement de capacités des leaders communautaires dans le cadre du PUDC

Accelerate and Intensify development actions

In the framework of the implementation of the Community development 
emergency program (PUDC) by the United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP), ANADEB has been requested to realize social and economic 
grassroots infrastructures in order to reduce social inequalities in Togo.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
EMERGENCY PROGRAM (PUDC)

SOME WORKS PLANNED ON THE PUDC

138 micro-projects to be carried out in 22 communities: 

• 15 in the Grand Lomé (ongoing) 
• 7 in others tows in Togo : Notsè, Elavagnon, Blitta, 

Sotouboua, Kara, Guérin-KB and Mango (ongoing).

Kind of work: 
• Shops
• Stores
• Sheds
• latrine blocks
• Photovoltaic drillings 
• Women’s houses 
• Youth Houses

ANADEB, AN IDEAL TOOL FOR AN INNOVATIVE PROGRAM
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EXPECTED TARGET

131 000 beneficiaries

FUNDING  AMOUNT

29 millions US dollars equivalent to 17,951 billion CFA 
francs. (Conversion rate:  619 FCFA = 1 $ US)

DURATION
three (03) years

FUNDING PROVIDER
World Bank

ANADEB will back communities to provide incomes generating 
opportunities to specific poor and vulnerable young people in Togo.

EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
VULNERABLE YOUTH 
PROJECT (PEJV)ANADEB will back poor households and communities to provide 

them better access to basic socio-economic infrastructures and to 
social nets.

SAFETY NETS AND 
BASIC SERVICES 
PROJECT (FSSB)

COMPONENT
• infrastructure 
• social Nets 
• Capacity building and project management

EXPECTED TARGET

14000 beneficiaries

FUNDING  AMOUNT

15 millions US dollars equivalent to 9,285 billions 
FCFA (Conversion rate:  619 FCFA = 1 $ US)
 

DURATION
three (03) years

FUNDING PROVIDER
World Bank.

COMPONENT
• Community Volunteer and training
• Income generating activities support
• capacity building
• project management

ANADEB, THE WORLD BANK’S CHOICE TO CONSOLIDATE IMPROVEMENTS.

PDC-ZU
EXECUTION PERIOD Pilot stage: 2012 - 2013 

Moving to scale:  2014 till now.

13
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Making our neighbourhoods more liveable for everyone

Community Development Program in urban areas (PDC-ZU)

MAIN GOAL

SPECIFIC GOALS

Make 52% of the discriminated neighborhoods in urban areas in Togo 
take themselves in charge in order to ensure their own lighting-up and 
contribute to the development of Togo.

• support the basic development committees to develop and 
implement their action plan 

• Improve the capacities of the basic performers involved in the 
neighborhoods development management 

• Monitor and evaluate actions and capitalize experiences 

STANDARDS OF SELECTION 
OF NEIGHBORHOODS

• Community organization
• Uncleanliness level
• State of the current basic infrastructure set down in the community 
• Level of women and young’s incomes

Women from N’tifafa cluster : credit operation

A beneficiary of motorized tricycle in Kara

Citizen engagement volunteer in action

3 billion CFA francs equivalent to US $ 4.850.000

COMMITTED FUNDING

Target group

People living in vulnerable neighborhoods in urban 
and peripheral areas in Togo.

200

200

Neighborwoods in Lomé and in 15 others 
towns possess their development plan and 

eligible micro-projects

200Neighborhoods cleaned in 11 towns

358Organized and structured neighborhoods 
development comities (CDQ)

737
Young craftsmen are provided with 
equipments at the end of their 
volunteering mission

198 307 Persons touched

SOME RESULTS
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SPECIFIC GOALS
• improve clusters/cooperatives capacity; 
• facilitate clusters members access to adapted nearby microcredits 
• monitor and evaluate actions and capitalize experiences

MAIN GOAL
Contribute to improve the incomes of the members of clusters/
cooperatives and develop the rural jobs in villages.

STANDARDS OF SELECTION

• being a cluster/cooperative that has held its constitutive general 
assembly and performing in a rural environment 

• run an income-generating activity

CLUSTER ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES SUPPORT PROJECT (PSAEG)

NINDA TRANSFO of Sarakawa’s cluster members

16 17

PRT
PSAEG

Learn to manage together, become autonomous

6,4 billion CFA francs equivalent to US $10,34 millions

COMMITTED FUNDING

16

EXECUTION PERIOD 2009 till now
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Learn to manage together, become autonomous

MAIN GOAL

Enhance young self-employment and their insertion in the economic 
system through production, transformation, and marketing of roots and 
tuber’s plants.

SPECIFIC GOALS

• Contribute to the improvement of culture, conservation, 
transformation and marketing of roots and tuber’s plants

• build the capacity of producers, transformers and traders to 
take action and organize themselves

• Stimulate the business spirit of young people in rural areas;
• set up a local system for savings and credit

Target group

Rural clusters performing in rural areas of strong production of cassava.

STANDARDS OF 
SELECTION

• Being a cluster/cooperative that has held its constitutive 
general assembly and performing in a rural environment 

• Run an income-generating activity
• Being a cluster/cooperative engaged in cassava 

transformation

ROOTS AND TUBER PLANTS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (PRT)

1,13 billion CFA francs equivalent to US $1,83 millions

COMMITTED FUNDING

12 077

6   073

Recipients

358Clusters

9 358Equipment unites installed

106 079Beneficiaries

10 923 Equipment unites installed

SOME RESULTS

 ‘’ Women from Sogbossito lived in an 
insecurity but thanks to the financial 
and technical supports of  ANADEB, 
our lives have changed. Thus, this is 
shown by the good credits management 
through our activities growth. All this 
allowed us to take ourselves in charge 
better and support our various families. 
We say thanks to ANADEB for its 
orientations that we wish sustanable. ‘’

(Secretary of  women of  Sogbossito)

Mme AHODIKPE-AGBAVON 
Radegonde

PSAEG

PRT
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60 millions CFA francs equivalent to US$ 96 930

COMMITTED FUNDING

Contribuate to making localities more accessible

MAIN GOAL

Together with the infrastructure and transort department 
and the Autonomous company of road maintenance funding 
(SAFER), this project aims to maintain the pavement 
edges, the drainage systems and sewerage in a permanent 
cleaned state to improve a visibility on rural roads and trails 
and ensure a good flow of rainwater and running water. 

SPECIFIC GOALS
• guarantee a permanent coverage of the whole network in 

order to serve all the rural populations and create access 
to the remote areas

• take quickly and cheaply actions to stop roads and trails 
deteriorations as soon as they appear

• create employment to stop rural exodus
• Facilitate access to basic social services.

STANDARDS OF SELECTION
• traffic density
• Agricultural and economic potential of the area. 

TARGET GROUP
• Villages and towns in Togo

TRACKMAN WORKS’ PROJECT FOR COMMUNITIES BACKING IN ROADS AND TRAILS 
MANUAL MAINTENANCE

20 21

TRACKMAN 
WORKS’ PROJECT

20

EXECUTION PERIOD since July 2015
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219

135

National roads maintained

11 103trackman mobilized

358Trails maintained through the 
whole country 

390 Communities engaged 
in our partnership

SOME RESULTS

ANADEB’S CHART
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OUR PARTNERS

CACC & WIETC, SAFER, DGTP, KFW, CDB, DDC, DJEJ, DEP.

Agbalépédogan, rue 48 Maison 426, Villa Malou 01 B.P. : 2098 Lomé - Togo
Tel : 00228 22 43 09 99 / 22 27 57 11    /    site web : www.anadeb.org

Email : anadeb@anadeb.org


